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12/25/76 
From Lardaer's story in thin morning's Post at the least my yesterday's efforts have resulted in smoking more of the• fake story out. I have trouble believing that Jimmy will anything like this. here like treed than Lane, too. I believe Lane's denial of being the souroee  I have asked someone who is coulee to look for a Times. If it did not comL to town today I know you'll get it. 
I monitored Wen for a while this morning. 1 little afte' 8:10 they carried an item about Rey aelegedly - they did not limy ahem:idly - receiving both money and instructions from 'hat was ealle-A by the word "accomplice" in Portugal. t was attributed to Fauntroy. 

The Pauntroy part was bi# ea the 11 p.m. Channel 4 news last night, delivered by a black reporter. It, like all the others, has Ray confeseing guilt and admitting he had accomplices. 

ens of the visible effects of what I did is the emphasis on "enoorroborated," unless that began with you and actin, whose story I still have not seen. e"Fauntroy acknowledged in a telephone interview that the report was uncorroborateel." But he insisted "it came from soueon* he reeerds as 'a reliable *aurae who has spoken with Ray." Later in the story there is more free. Pauatroy on this,"but lain troy said the source of the story "is of such reliability that vo fool oaufiaost the lead is worth following.'" 
The most obvious reaction to this is that if it is uncorroboratee and if it is only lead who go public with it? Doing ao is defamatory else extremely prejudicial to tay's rights. 

On the face the story is soot erodible. tt is not even within reason. While the steerage reader will not take it this way and'eSII be prejudiced. against Jimmy by it the story is still mother proof of the utter mad uncontrolable oemaittee trreaponsi-bilitY, and of course another evidence of its abYemal ignore/see even after stmral entice in which to learn. (larder, by the way, bad feame-Vp in front of his end tried to give other than the obvious toasting to my passages about Portugal. My talking his with not only prevented that, as he understood ones we discussed. it - it got him to get Fauntroy to take a stand and be mores apecifies. It also resulted in his picking ep the limitations Aertin omitted, not a nomber of Rey's family or a lawyer.) 
Lane'a comsaat is not bright, whether or net intended, as I think 44 wan, that Jimmy was a conscious pert of a oonspirsayene told, me that when he fled the United States he was fleeing from everyone."Evereme is not „just cops. Co-conepirators. 
Teo :hi ege are vere clears they are uaeng this crap to get an eppropriate, which is exactly what I predicted they would do; and they are assuming Jimmy killed king. There is no way around that in any version, beginning with yesterday's .eaderson column. 
now this is meetly Alit I  leareed from inside the 	ttoo seconoW000d ...moo of the minters blabbing to reporter friends of mine. wore than one member, ae I think a memo I gave you shows. This is exactly what Sprague told them, exactly what Ozer did. 
There is a !nest /area abput the form of the committee's "information.* While all earlier account convey the idea it is sworn testimony this story says *has received... a sport..." Remarkably enough here is where you phoned. I agree that it could have been Avery. I would not rule Russell or Cliff out 
This is specifi enough in what I earned 4imey they would do, use his as a means of getting continued and a largo hunk of moneyeThese are among the leads we'll be able to pursue if we seemed in getting the basics budget requested." " anie budget requested"' the largest in Congeeisioual histoxy. Yanntroy has learned his- Orwell. 
I'm emery to have boos so corrout in looking ahead but I think before long this will kick back. It is irresponsible, it is row, it is without any credibility and we can certainly say they never made any effort to cheek it with us. Now you can me the kind of rotten stuff they planned. Even a Jimmy denial of this would have made a headline. They are no lose out to get bie  that 1  have felt from the first. We should find out if this was Gzer. Bcst, 3W 


